Coates’ Cuttings
The Chelmer Canal Trust’s Newsletter
Registered Charity No 1086112.

What could have warranted such a serious discussion at Paper
Mill Lock? Part of The Third Wednesday Walk team have just
finished a hearty lunch on 19 June 2019.
William Marriage, Pam Robarts, Mike Robarts and Gillian Parker.
Maurice Austin was taking the picture.
See inside for a possible answer!
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We always welcome members’ photos, articles, “snippets” and other
contributions to Coates’ Cuttings. Please e-mail them to
maurice@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk or post them to
Maurice Austin,
Tindal Lodge, 11 Valletta Close, Chelmsford CM1 2PT.
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From the Board Room.
Your Board continues to meet regularly and continues to make decisions
on your behalf. Our regular activities continue but progress has been
limited in some areas. On the positive side, our work with CRACL [trying
to achieve a new link between the approach to Springfield Basin and the
city centre] has been taken “on-board” for further consideration by the new
political administration at Chelmsford City Council whilst we still await
action by “the authorities” to achieve the siting and erection of our new
shed to store our Work Party equipment.
Our 2019 programme of events and work parties continues much as
before, details are placed on the website as soon as they are available.
The Third Wednesday Walks did indeed resume and a small [but select?]
group of members meet up and enjoy the delights of an often-deserted
Chelmer & Blackwater and sample home-cooked food in some of the
nearby pubs.
We are looking at the possible adoption of some policies and procedures
to ensure we are in line with modern practice and advice from the Charity
Commission.
One such policy is a Register of Interests for
Director/Trustees. As these are agreed we shall advise members using
this magazine and the web-site.
The front cover implies there was an issue at Paper Mill Lock. Concern
was expressed by some of us at the new signs erected by Essex
Waterways. Your committee agreed and raised the issue at a River Users
Group meeting. Whilst support for our view was not unanimous, we will be
carrying out some further work on this matter and will keep members
informed.
Your Board of Trustees are continuing to strive to meet our charitable
objectives, basically to preserve and enhance that jewel in the heart of
Essex that we all love so much.
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The Chelmer Rivers and Canal Link Group.
A consortium of Chelmer Canal Trust, Chelmsford Civic Society, Essex
Waterways Limited and the Inland Waterways Association have been
working for some years on a proposal to join up all the City’s waterways by
providing a new link from the canal near to Springfield Basin, across the
former gas works site beside Essex Records Office to the main river just
upstream of the Automatic Weir.
A proposal for an approximately 170 metre link has been created which
should enhance property values in the area, provide for greater access for
boats and other craft and generally enliven the City Centre.
Many problems were encountered during the development of the scheme.
These include the contaminated former gas works site, a high-pressure
gas main, concerns at differing water levels, low bridges upstream of the
new link and many more issues. There was some political resistance,
much of it emanating from worries about traffic congestion in the
Navigation Road, Springfield Road and surrounding areas which could
need the proposed site for a relief road, the costs of decontamination and
much more!
The view of those passionate about the scheme was and still is that the
problems could all be overcome, and the inevitable costs would be
outweighed by the considerable benefits of a new “cut”.
The scheme has been fully worked up costed using CRACLs own expertise
and by drawing on the advice of specialists and consultants from the
constituent bodies and organisations like The Faculty of Urbanism. It has
now been submitted to the new political administration in Chelmsford City
Council who like the concepts and have passed it to their own officers for
detailed consideration.
The City Council have recently safeguarded the strip of land required for
the new link. William Marriage, Chairman of the Chelmer Canal Trust
[CCT] has said “this is a very positive move that probably improves the
chances of the new stretch of canal from below 30% to over 70%”. CRACL
continues to meet regularly and CCT is to “soft-launch” the proposals at its
AGM on 17 September 2019.
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Some of the Downsides?
A recent response from our Chairman to someone with concerns.
The Chelmer Canal Trust is a facilitating partner in this project, working together with the other
organisations such as the IWA and Chelmsford Civic Society, who are also listed on the leaflet. A
considerable amount of work has gone into assessing the feasibility of the project, and if, as
anticipated, we are able to bring it to fruition it will add greatly to the amenity value of the city's
rivers and waterfronts.
For one example of a similar idea being done elsewhere, you could look at the project which is
going ahead in Maidenhead. http://www.maidenheadwaterways.org/ Even though the town is
close to the Thames, a benefit has still been identifies in making best use of the waterways in the
town for smaller craft.
Regarding your questions, There are indeed some bridges in Chelmsford which do need raising for
the benefit of larger craft and stand-up paddle boards etc. The footbridges close to the site of the
link no longer meet the standards for such structures, and will need replacing in due course anyway,
but in any event, they are of a type which could be re-installed at a greater height. It is fair to say
that some of these, such as the Springfield Road bridge, present a greater challenge than others,
but once boats have unfettered access to the water, there will be a reason to address the issue,
and the City Council are already showing a willingness to ensure that any new bridges are built at
navigation height.
We would anticipate that at an early stage, cabin cruisers would be able to reach the Meadows
landing stage on the Can and the Backnang Square Bridge on the Chelmer. Open boats such as
canoes, skiffs and punts would be able to reach the Victoria Road weir on the Chelmer, and
potentially, Admirals Park on the Can. This is a considerable amount of additional water for a cut
which is only 170 metres long.
If there were plans to install static live-aboards on the Chelmer and Can, then this could be achieved
by craning the boats in close to where they would moor, as was the case with the "Muddy Waters"
floating restaurant.
Personally, I would prefer to see mainly visitors’ moorings for boats to use as a destination for short
visits to the City centre.
One important aspect of the project, which it is easy to overlook, is the supply of adequate amounts
of water for Springfield Basin. The feeder stream has been inappropriately piped and has degraded
over the years. The pipes have been known to block and even when they are clear, the flow will
not keep up with the busy locking which happens when a number of boats decide to visit the basin
at the same time.
The river across the water meadows has always been one of the more challenging parts to navigate.
This is mainly because it is predominantly a natural meandering river at this point, with many sharp
bends. Being close to the city, it also suffers more from litter than some other parts of the
Navigation. Our volunteers have frequently supported the regular litter picking initiatives around
Chelmsford's rivers. It is the responsibility of EWL to maintain a passable channel, here and
everywhere else on the Navigation.
I hope you find this information useful and of interest. If you wish to know more detail, please let
me know..
Best regards,

William Marriage, Chairman, Chelmer Canal Trust.
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Heybridge Basin Regatta

Neil Frost.

Some pics Neil took of items on a display at the Heybridge Basin Regatta
a few weeks ago. CCT doesn't have a display at the Heybridge Basin
Regatta, would anyone like to volunteer to assist at any future events at
Heybridge or elsewhere?
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Coates Cuttings Production Schedule.
Issue
Number
60
61

Date of
Reports etc.
Issue
to Editor by….
Autumn 2019 14 August 2019
Winter 2019
1 November 2019
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Target
Dispatch
1 October 2019
14 December ‘19
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Chelmer Canal Trust
Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 17 September 2019.
Papers for the AGM are circulated with this Coates’ Cuttings.
The meeting will be followed by a presentation on the
proposed new Link; details of the evening are still being
finalised, but details will be put on the CCT website as soon
as they are available.
Please do make every effort to attend.
Subscription renewals are also enclosed; members are urged
to renew promptly as it saves a lot of administrative time
chasing up late payers.
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Heritage Walks.
Chelmer Canal Trust are again participating in the Heritage Open Events
week in September by organising four walks all from the City Centre. Two
will be “short” approx. 2½ miles and 2 relatively long (5 1/2 miles). The
short walks will go across the water meadows to Barnes Farm Lock and
return by a different route. The longer walks will head on to Sandford Mill
Lock.
Gillian Parker has kindly offered to “back mark” but several other helpers
would be very much appreciated, volunteers to Maurice on 01245 492328
or by email on maurice.austin@phonecoop.coop. On some of the days we
may well adjourn to our favourite pub in Hall Street (O’Connors). Pay for
your own, we will not be on expenses!
Our walks are:
Sunday 15 September 2019
Monday 16 September 2019
Thursday 19 September 2019
Friday 20 September 2019

short
long
short
long

1430 - 1600 [no lunch]
1100 – 1400
1100 – 1230
1100 – 1400

All walks start from the “square” between the High Street entrance of Marks
& Spencer and the Metro Bank.
Conditions underfoot are currently good but could deteriorate if we get lots
of rain!
Walkers are requested to wear stout shoes or boots and to carry some
drinking water. At the time of writing, the amount of undergrowth is quite
restricted, but it might be wise to wear clothing that covers the legs.
Brambles do grow dramatically and can cause nasty abrasions. In
addition, there may be ticks on some of the undergrowth and they can carry
diseases.
Whilst we do encourage members to join us on some of these walks, do
not forget that the Chelmsford Civic Society has organised a full
programme of events of the period 13 – 22 September 2019. The full
programme is available at:
http://www.chelmsfordcivicsociety.co.uk/heritage-open-days.html
Please do try some of these events.
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Third Wednesday Walks.
These are going well! All this year’s walks have so
far been in pleasant weather. Perhaps the most
surprising thing is how few people we see on some of the
walks, especially when we get away from the more
accessible locks. But that is one of the reasons why
some of us like the towpath!
Over the year, we intend to cover the whole of the
Chelmer & Blackwater in each direction, with some overlapping in some
places. Of course, one can cover the whole 14 or so miles in one day (or
even a return journey if one is a “Long Distant Walker”!). We don’t want to
expend this much effort! We want to have a pleasant walk, preferably with
a nice stop for lunch and a drink.
We don’t see much wildlife although we have watched, with great interest,
the development of families of swans. Sadly, in one case we have seen
the number of cygnets reduce from six to two. Where have they gone?
Was it foxes, pike or had they just gone for a stroll?
The July walk took us from Boreham, downstream to Rushes Lock, return
to Paper Mill Lock and then “up the road” and across country back to
Boreham for a superb lunch in The Queen’s Head”. As we rested on the
path-side near Brakey Wood, I commented on the lack of wildlife. We had
a discussion on the Baker book mentioned by William in his piece in CC58.
As we chatted, we saw small black blobs in the distance. They became
quite close, a pair either side of us, one over Brakey Wood, the other a
mile or so eastwards. They were certainly birds of prey; William thought
there was a pair of Peregrine Falcons and a pair of Kestrels. We were
enchanted by the way these magnificent birds played with the thermals.
Gentle gliding, stationary hovering, a twist of a wing feather leading to a
vertical flight up many metres at a time!
All done by learning from parents, nurture and experience. Isn’t nature
wonderful!
Instructions for some of or walks will be placed on the website soon. You
would be most welcome to join us.
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The Happy
Wanderers
near
Boreham.
Typical of
this
summer’s
weather
Maurice
Austin.

Wednesday 21 August

1100

meet Barnes Farm pub for walk to Boreham and return.
September, see Heritage walks

Wednesday 16 October

1045

Wednesday 20 November

1045

Wednesday 18 December

1115

Meet Boreham Church bus stop, walk to Chelmsford for lunch
Meet Boreham Church bus stop for walk to Paper Mill Lock and return,
lunch in Boreham.
Meet Heybridge, steps at Daisy Meadows car park, peninsular circular
followed by lunch in The Jolly Sailor. (booking advised).
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May Contain Nuts

William Marriage.

As a die-hard enthusiast for the Chelmer and Blackwater, it is easy to
be frustrated when our waterway is finds itself relegated to the “other
waterways” category, or even left off some national waterway maps
completely. I have come across people loosely using the term
“Springfield Basin” to [wrongly] refer to the “Springfield Marina” on the
River Lee in East London. How could they!?

It was therefore very gratifying, when visiting the Crick Boar Show, to
see that 58’ x 12’6” “May Contain Nuts”, one of the most prominent new
boats at the show this year, not only is destined for our very own
Springfield Basin, but that the boat’s builder, one Viking Canal Boats
Ltd, are a Chelmsford-based company, with their head office located in
Writtle.
According to their website, they were founded in 2007! How did we
miss this rapidly expanding boat building enterprise on our very
doorstep? Well, before we get too excited, the boats are actually
constructed in Poland, and while this may be the first of their vessels to
grace the Chelmer, they show quite a number of past builds on their
website.
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It is planned that “May Contain Nuts” will take up one of the new
residential moorings in the Basin, after her passage up-river from
Bradwell, which apparently is now the closest point to Chelmsford
where a vessel of her substantial size can be conveniently craned in.
She is described as a “4 –berth, apartment-style, wide-beam with a
wrapped cruiser stern. Beta 60hp engine and 95kgf bow-thruster.”

We hope her new owners will enjoy being on the Chelmer and
Blackwater.
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CCT Meeting 18 June 2019

Alan Pamphilon, a well-known storyteller and speaker told us about the
importance of the Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation in the development of
much of Chelmsford’s industry. Without the Navigation, there would have
been no importing of coal, iron ore and other heavy materials that
encouraged the first inland power station (on that infamous gas works
mentioned above) and no reason for Marconi to develop his radio works in
Hall Street.
Chelmsford is still a major centre for space-age engineering, all as a result
of “our” Navigation.
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Canalside Signage
As implied on the front cover and mentioned in “From The Boardroom”, there
was an issue at Paper Mill Lock. Concern was expressed by some of us at
the new signs erected by Essex Waterways. Your committee agreed and
raised the issue at a River Users Group meeting. Whilst support for our view
was not unanimous, we will be carrying out some further work on this matter
and will keep members informed.
We show several pictures taken recently at Paper Mill Lock which
demonstrate our view of the unsuitability of modern style plastic signs and
furniture in a heritage setting. We think they are brash and detract from the
pleasant rural scene. Members views would be much appreciated.

You are invited to compare the style of signage with the older signs which
are much more in keeping with our concept of a beautiful time capsule. For
example, the distance indicator above the green double doors which has
been allowed to deteriorate so that it is now illegible.
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Work Party News – Neil Frost.
Wednesday, 3rd July 2019
Cuton Ditch and Sandford Mill Stream

Another smashing bunch of volunteers, ready to do whatever
was needed. Here are almost all of them!

We were jinxed for the second work party in a row at
Sandford! Last month we found, almost at the last
minute, that we couldn’t use the Boaters car park we had
expected to use. This month we found, almost at the last
minute, that we couldn’t use the work boat that it had
been agreed we would use. Never mind. We can
accommodate to such changes (although it did almost
mean that we got our cars locked in for the night - more
later). Please do see the website for the full story and
Neil’s regular reports.

We continue trialling our new herbicide-spraying equipment and today provided a
further opportunity to spray rafts of pennywort with mock-weedkiller (aka fresh
water). Our man John, fully qualified, was the man with the ‘gun’!
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Treasurer Wanted!
At present, Willian deals with “the books” and acts as our Treasurer. He
does all the usual things associated with that role, receiving and banking
cash and cheques, looking after the cheque book and paying bills,
chasing membership subscriptions, preparing a statement of accounts
and a profit and loss account and so on. Currently, we have an
accountant to ensure we satisfactorily deal with tax, legislative and
Charity Commission requirements although it has become necessary to
seek other professional help.
Your Board do not think William should continue dealing with the books!
Members should not be alarmed! We have every confidence in his
honesty and ability, but we really do think he should spend more of his
scarce time dealing with strategic and policy level issues, organising
events and other Chairman-like duties.
So, we need a Treasurer! Preferably one who is willing to become a
Trustee/Director and join the Board for three or four meetings a year.
The job could be done without becoming a Trustee but that would mean
forgoing the opportunity to dispense sound financial advice to others on
the Board.
Anyone interested in taking on this important role is invited to talk direct
to William.

Using Your Canal or Paddle-Board
Summary of email sent by Neil Frost
Thanks for your message sent via our Chelmer Canal Trust website.
To use your canoe or paddle board on the Navigation you need an extra licence in addition to
your BC licence.
The Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation is managed by Essex Waterways Ltd and full details
of licences are given on the EWL
Website: https://www.waterways.org.uk/essex_waterways/canoeing
If you haven’t seen it already you might find this BC leaflet
interesting: https://britishcanoeing.org.uk/uploads/peopleImages/Chelmer-and-BlackwaterNavigation-Chelmsford-to-Maldon-26.05.pdf
We hope you enjoy using the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation. If you are interested in the
Chelmer and Blackwater please consider joining the Chelmer Canal
Trust: http://www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk/join.htm. If you have some time to spare and would
like to help keep the Navigation navigable, please consider joining one of our monthly work
parties, if you would like to know more about the Navigation join one of our guided walks, and
if you are interested in talks of relevance to the Navigation then please feel free to attend one.
Full details on our website: http://www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk/events.htm
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Summer Barbeque Sunday 4 August 2019
As in previous years, we are holding a Summer BBQ at Rushes Lock.
This year, we are using “Albert” to ferry equipment and visitors from
Paper Mill Lock. The first trip will be at 1000. William will be Captain,
we will load and transport a gazebo, the BBQs and other kit. Anyone
wanting to join the trip and help set-up would be most welcome to join at
that time. BBQs will be lit at 1130 so cooking can probably start around
1200. William will collect other passengers from Paper Mill Lock at 1130.
Otherwise, the trip is eminently walkable and subject to the fine weather
continuing, that may be the preferred option for some.
Of course, boaters are more than welcome.
We will think about damping down the BBQs from 1400 although, subject
to demand, we could be persuaded to stay on a bit longer. The important
thing is that we get Albert back to Paper Mill Lock, in good and unloaded
condition by 1600 hours!
William’s mobile is 07860 852327.

Rushes Lock Barbecue, Sunday 18th July 2004.
Report by the late Dudley Courtman.

A very overcast morning gave way to rain just at the point of embarkation - not pleasant when you still
have to carry all the vital bits and pieces from the car to the boat. Holding an umbrella in one hand and
a bottle of wine is as much as one person can manage to carry on one trip!
The rain became more persistent and the prospects for the Trust's annual barbecue were most
unpromising. However British outdoor types tend to take what comes in regard to weather so it was no
surprise on arriving at Rushes lock at 12 o'clock to find a small posse of boats already gathered there.
A bank party assembled the barbecue under the favourite ash tree and waited for conditions to improve.
Eventually hunger pains dictated that the barbecue be lit and wine bottles opened. As if in approval of
such defiance of the elements the rain stopped. Bodies appeared from all sides. Had they been hiding
somewhere ready for this moment? More realistically they were wakened from their snoozes by the
sudden quietness of no rain drops falling on the cabin roof!
And when the sun eventually arrived so did more and more boaters- twenty four altogether- and the
spare “barbie” had to be fired up.
A very special English summer river scene quickly materialised from nowhere: groups chatting, corks
popping , laughter, the blue haze of burning charcoal in the air, gentle stoking activity, the smell of
grilling steak, picnic hampers and rugs on the grass, lock beams used as tables and chairs, and in the
background the murmuring of the water rushing down the weir. The boaters were enjoying themselves.
They were joined from to time by passers-by: walkers, anglers, canoeists, and the passengers and crew
of the “Victoria”, all of whom found the time to contribute in some way to the general merriment. The
embodiment of the river's richness was thus defined- a marvellous natural asset to be enjoyed by
everyone. Long may it continue that way! Will we see you next year?
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Chelmer Canal Trust will have an exhibition
stand at this event. Assistance required! If
you can spare some time, even just an hour
or so, please do help us.
Contact William or Maurice if you are able.

Chelmsford Corporation Water Works, now Sandford Mill Museum

ESSEX INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY GROUP
incorporating The Essex Mills Group

Saturday 5th October 2019 from 10 am to 4 pm
at Sandford Mill Museum Chelmsford, CM2 6NY
Celebrating the County’s rich and diverse industrial history
Over a dozen societies have already booked stands.
Speakers on innovative Essex industries including waterway
transport; concrete housing; steam roller milling; the development
of television and broadcasting.
Plus displays and activities in the museum itself of early radio and
television equipment.

Free admission, ample free parking and light refreshments
available
For further details email:

essexiag@gmail.com
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More on Waterside Signs
Chelmer Canal Trust has provided a number of interpretive signs
explaining features of the waterways. We have a duty to keep them
up to date and in good condition, Neil Frost has done a bit of
housekeeping at the Feeder Ditch in Chelmsford. Thanks Neil.
Before.

After
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2019 CCT Dates for Your Diary
Sunday 4 August
Wednesday 14 August
Note change of date
Wednesday 21 August
Saturday 14 September
Sunday 15 September
Monday16 September
Tuesday 17 September
Wednesday 16 October
Thursday 19 September
Friday 20 September
Saturday 5 October
Saturday 5 October
Saturday 2 November
Tuesday 5 November
Wednesday 20 November
Saturday 7 December
Wednesday 18 December

1000 or 1130 to 1430. Summer Barbecue.
1900 – 2100
Evening Work Party.
1100. Third Wednesday Walk.
0900 – 1200
Work Party.
1430. Heritage Walk – shortish.
1100. Heritage Walk – longish.
1900 for 1930 AGM,
followed “launch” of Canal & River Link.
1045. Third Wednesday Walk.
1100. Heritage Walk – shortish walk.
1100. Heritage Walk – longish walk.
0900 – 1200
Work Party.
Essex Industrial Archaeology event,
Sandon Mill.
0900 – 1200. Work Party.
1900 for 1930 talk, to be announced.
1045. Third Wednesday Walk.
0900 – 1200
Work Party.
1115. Third Wednesday Walk.

Up to date details of all our events can be found on our website at:
http://www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk/events.htm.

Useful Telephone Numbers
Essex Waterways Ltd ............................................................... 01494 783453
(Operating the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation)

General Manager, David Hewitt ................................... 07966 375351
Grant Everiss, Heybridge Basin ................................... 07712 079764
Heybridge Boat Trips .......................................................... 07835 657462
Paper Mill Lock, Tea Room and Boat Trips............................... 01245 225520
Environment Agency — General Enquiries (Mon-Fri 8-6) ................... 0370 8506506
Incident hotline: (Freephone 24 Hour) ............................ 0800 807060
The Editor, Coates’ Cuttings, Maurice Austin .......................... 01245 492328
No articles may be copied or reprinted without the Editor’s consent. The Chelmer Canal Trust may not agree with opinions
expressed in this newsletter. Nothing printed may be construed as policy or an official announcement unless stated otherwise
and no liability can be accepted for any matter in the newsletter.

www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
www.facebook.com/ChelmerCanalTrust
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Having spent the winter at Heybridge Basin, at the
seaward end of the Chelmer and Blackwater
Navigation, Lady of Avenel was an impressive
sight leaving the Basin over the Easter Bank
Holiday weekend, bound for Kirkwall in the Orkney
Islands.
Photo by Neil Frost.

